
Greek and Turkish Cypriots unite in defence of halloumi

The divided island comes together to seek protected status for its 
cheese - but Britain stands up for its own producers

Hellim is the Turkish Cypriot name for the national cheese. Photo: Alamy

Cyprus’s drive to secure protected status from the European Union for its national cheese 

has placed the British government in a diplomatic pickle.

London felt obliged last week to support British halloumi producers, who object to a Cypriot

application that would, if successful, prevent them from selling their cheese under that 

famous name.

Picking up the gauntlet, Euripides Evriviades, Cyprus’s High Commissioner in London, 

vowed: "We will fight to the bitter end to secure our halloumi hellim, a truly Cyprus 

product.” Hellim is the Turkish Cypriot name for the national cheese.
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Parts of the Cypriot media were less diplomatic when news first emerged in July of 

Britain's challenge to Cyprus’s greatest gift to gastronomy – a versatile cheese made 

largely from sheep and goat milk that can be grilled or fried without melting, but is also 

delicious when eaten raw.

“We can tolerate drunken UK tourists in Ayia Napa and British troops on Cyprus soil, but 

we will not surrender out soft cheese to colonial rule,” thundered a columnist in the Cyprus

Weekly.

But Britain also accepts that halloumi has become an unlikely symbol of hope for 

reconciliation between Greek and Turkish Cypriots. The island has been divided since 

1974, when Turkey invaded after a Greek-inspired coup.

The two communities, bitterly opposed in other respects, have united in defence of their 

national cheese. Together, they filed a joint application to the EU to grant halloumi the 

same "protected designation of origin" (PDO) status as champagne or Cornish pasties.

The joint Cypriot bid to secure commercial protection of the brand from foreign competition

has powerful backing from Jean-Claude Juncker, the president of the European 

commission. He has hailed the halloumi affair as proof of the island's leaders’ commitment 

to re-unifying Cyprus. “This is not a small thing,” he declared in July when the application 

was published in the EU’s official journal. “It is a highly symbolic issue for both 

communities. We build confidence with such measures”.
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Mr Juncker described halloumi as “a tradition which has linked the communities living here

for centuries”.

Britain acknowledges what a Cyprus government spokesman calls the cheese’s “historic 

unifying nature”. Indeed, Britain is taking some credit for coaxing the Greek Cypriots, who 

represent Cyprus internationally, to ensure the PDO application included Turkish Cypriot 

hellim producers.

“In keeping with our strong support for the Cyprus settlement talks, the UK encouraged the

relevant parties to ensure the PDO application took into account the interests of all 

producers in Cyprus,” said a spokesman for the British High Commission in Nicosia. But 

the official added that Britain would continue to back it own "farmers and food producers” 

and London has “submitted a formal notice of opposition to the application”.
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Even so, any spat with Cyprus’s former colonial master will be no more than a storm in a 

frying pan. Confident of overcoming the objections and securing a victory within months, 

Cyprus’s agriculture minister said he understood Britain’s position. “I’m not upset,” said 

Nicos Kouyialis. “But I will talk to them (the British Government) again and try to convince 

them not to proceed.”

He said that Britain, as an EU member state, was obliged to submit an appeal to the 

Commission on behalf of the private British companies. Moreover, he added, Britain’s 

objection was accompanied by a letter recognising that PDO status for halloumi/hellim 

could be a confidence-building measure to help resolve the Cyprus conflict.

Mr Kouyialis believed other governments were also reluctant to oppose Cyprus’s 

application because they accept it is helping to build trust between Greek and Turkish 

Cypriots.

Britain was the only state to launch an appeal, said Mr Kouyialis. Objections from Australia

and the US came a from private company in each. He expects further objections, most 

likely from Turkey and Arab countries.

Cyprus will tackle them by arguing that halloumi is a traditional product that has been 

made on the island for centuries, explained Mr Kouyialis.

Foreign companies now have two months to justify their objections, which Cyprus says it 

will then “address effectively”. Mr Kouyialis expected the procedure to be concluded in five 

months.

A coveted PDO status would allow the island to export more halloumi to Britain, where the 

cheese has been made popular by TV chefs.

Greek Cypriots exported €76 million (£58 million) worth of halloumi in 2013, with Britain 



accounting for a third of that. Hellim accounts for 25 per cent of Turkish Cypriot exports.

Halloumi, then is more than a mere cheese: it represents Cyprus’s rubbery great white 

hope for profits and peace.

British cheesemakers say if they lose their appeal they will still produce the salty cheese, 

but will have to sell it under a different name. “It will be jolly irritating [if Cyprus wins] 

because we’ve been making halloumi for nearly 30 years," said Mark Hardy, who runs 

High Weald Dairy, a family cheese business in west Sussex, one of a handful of British 

dairies that make halloumi.

British producers argue halloumi is a generic term for the cheese, which they claim 

originated in the Middle East rather than in Cyprus – a claim Cypriots robustly reject.

Razan Alsous, who produces “Yorkshire halloumi”, said the cheese was originally “created 

by Bedouin” in Iraq, Lebanon and Syria before production spread to Greece, Turkey and 

Cyprus.

Originally from Syria, Ms Alsous founded Yorkshire Dama Cheese – “a small cheese 

manufacturer with Mediterranean inspiration” -- and began producing halloumi because 

import fluctuations meant it was not always available in Britain.

She said that if Cyprus wins and she has to sell her halloumi under another name, her 

business would be damaged. “But I don’t think people will look just at the letters because 

my halloumi has become very popular, is good quality and has won an award. People will 

keep buying it," added Ms Alsous.

Athos Pittas, the managing director of Pittas Dairy Industries Ltd, one of Cyprus’s biggest 

halloumi producers, said he was confident the island would secure soon secure the 

cheese’s PDO. The application came armed with a wad of historical documents proving 

halloumi “is a totally Cypriot cheese”, he said.

The Cyprus Weekly columnist grumbled that British products were popular around the 

world, so there was no need to take over the island’s cheese. “I don’t see any bakers in 

Paphos trying to sell fake Cornish pasties or dairy producers hijacking stilton cheese – so 

leave it well alone.”
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